Installation Guide
crowdDJ Kiosk
GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR KIOSK
Placement of the crowdDJ® Kiosk is crucial to guest engagement and increased song selections. Here are some
suggestions to help make the most of your Kiosk:

TIPS FOR CHOOSING A LOCATION

RECOMMENDED LOCATIONS

1. Is the Kiosk near to and visible from the high traffic
areas of the venue?

› Near queue points or main counters.

2. Is the Kiosk visible from the entrance of the venue?

› On pillars (ensure people won’t bump into the
Kiosk as they walk past).

3. Is the area well lit? Dedicated lighting for the Kiosk
is even better.

› In pool table areas.

4. Are there nearby power points and data outlets
for cabling?

› Near TV’s (with music videos and crowdDJ®

› Outside retail changing rooms.
promotions playing on them).

5. Can you hear the music clearly where the Kiosk is?
6. Is there enough space on each side of the Kiosk for
access and visibility?
7. Are there nearby TV screens to promote the kiosk?

EQUIPMENT LIST
A. 22" Kiosk - 330mm(w) x 530mm(h) x 50mm(d)
B. Wall bracket - 170mm(w) x 203mm(h) x 50mm(d)
C. Kiosk bracket - 160mm(w) x 200mm(h) x 45mm(d)
D. 4 x Phillips head screw (M4x10) + Washers
E. Power supply
F. Ethernet cable (WiFi option available).
G. Kiosk cable cover
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Install your Kiosk in a high traffic area to maximise its use.
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MOUNTING THE KIOSK
Follow these steps to ensure your Kiosk is attached and mounted correctly.
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Carefully lay your Kiosk (A) face-down on a soft surface and
remove the Wall bracket (B) and the Cable cover (G).

Connect the Power supply (E) and the Ethernet
cable (F) and fit the Cable cover (G) back onto the
Kiosk (A). The excess cabling and power pack can be
concealed later in the bracket.

3
Set the top of the wall
bracket (B) 1550mm
from the ground.
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Mark the holes on the
mounting surface and
install your mounting
screws.
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Excess cable can
be concealed in
bracket cavity
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Place the kiosk bracket (C) into
the slotted holes on the wall
bracket (B).
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Align the holes in both
brackets (B, C) and screw in
the Phillips head screws (D).

Important
Ensure the crowdDJ® Kiosk is level.
Connect the network and power to
the venue's infrastructure.

NEED ASSISTANCE?
Nightlife’s crowdDJ® Kiosks are a great addition to any venue. For any questions about the positioning, network or WiFi
connectivity, or finding the best location for your Kiosk, your Customer Service Representative will be available to help.
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